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University
ofToronto
SUMMARY
A generalizationof the sampling method introducedby Metropoliset al. (1953) is presented along with an exposition of the relevant theory, techniques of application and
methods and difficulties
of assessing the errorin Monte Carlo estimates. Examples of the
methods,includingthe generationof random orthogonalmatrices and potential applications of the methodsto numericalproblemsarisingin statistics,are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

For numericalproblemsin a large numberof dimensions,Monte Carlo methodsare often
more efficientthan conventional numerical methods. However, implementationof the
Monte Carlo methods requires sampling fromhigh dimensional probabilitydistributions
and thismay be verydifficult
and expensivein analysisand computertime.Generalmethods
for sampling from,or estimatingexpectations with respect to, such distributionsare as
follows.
(i) If possible,factorizethe distributioninto the productofone-dimensionalconditional
distributionsfromwhich samples may be obtained.
(ii) Use importancesampling,whichmay also be used forvariance reduction.That is, in
orderto evaluate the integral
J=
X)p(x)dx = Ev(f),
where p(x) is a probability density function,instead of obtaining independent samples
XI, ..., Xv fromp(x) and usingthe estimateJ, = Zf(xi)/N,we instead obtainthe samplefrom
a distributionwith densityq(x) and use the estimateJ2 = Y{f(xj)p(x1)}/{q(xj)N}. This may
be advantageous ifit is easierto sample fromq(x) thanp(x), but it is a difficult
methodto use
in a large number of dimensions,since the values of the weights w(xi) = p(x1)/q(xj)for
reasonable values of N may all be extremelysmall, or a few may be extremelylarge. In
estimatingthe probabilityof an event A, however,these difficulties
may not be as serious
since the only values of w(x) which are important are those for which x -A. Since the
methodsproposedby Trotter& Tukey (1956) forthe estimationof conditionalexpectations
requirethe use ofimportancesampling,the same difficulties
may be encounteredin theiruse.
(iii) Use a simulationtechnique; that is, if it is difficultto sample directlyfromp(x) or
ifp(x) is unknown,sample fromsome distributionq(y) and obtain the sample x values as
some functionof the correspondingy values. If we want samples fromthe conditionaldistributionof x = g(y),given h(y) = ho,then the simulationtechnique will not be satisfactory
if pr {h(y) = ho} is small, since the conditionh(y) = ho will be rarelyif ever satisfiedeven
when the sample size fromq(y) is large.
7-2
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In this paper, we shall considerMarkov chain methods of samplingthat are generalizations of a methodproposed by Metropolisetal. (1953), whichhas been used extensivelyfor
numericalproblemsin statisticalmechanics.An introductionto Metropolis'smethodand its
applications in statisticalmechanicsis given by Hammersley & Handscomb (1964, p. 117).
The main featuresof these methodsforsamplingfroma distributionwith densityp(x) are:
(a) The computationsdepend on p(x) only throughratios of the formp(x')/p(x), where
x' and x are sample points.Thus, the normalizingconstantneed not be known,no factorization ofp(x) is necessary,and the methodsare veryeasily implementedon a computer.Also,
conditional distributionsdo not require special treatment and thereforethe methods
provide a convenientmeans forobtainingcorrelatedsamples from,forexample, the conditional distributionsgivenby Fraser (1968) orthe distributionsofthe elementsin a multiway
table given the marginaltotals.
(b) A sequence of samples is obtained by simulating a Markov chain. The resulting
samples are thereforecorrelatedand estimationof the standard deviation of an estimate
and assessmentof the errorof an estimate may require more care than with independent
samples.
2. DEPENDENT SAMPLES USING MARKOV CHAINS
2*1. Basic formulationofthemethod

Let P = {pji} be thetransitionmatrixofan irreducibleMarkovchainwithstates 0, 1, ..., S.
Then, if X(t) denotes the state occupied by the process at time t, we have

pr{X(t+ 1) = jIX(t) = i} = pi.
probabilitydistributionwith7Ti > 0 forall i, and iff(*) is a function
definedon the states, and we wish to estimate

If n = (7Toi,
7T,

..., 7TS)is a

I

= E7(f)=

s
i=O

f(i) 7i,

we may do thisin the followingway. Choose P so that 7 is its unique stationarydistribution,
i.e. 7t = nP. Simulate this Markov chain fortimes t = 1,..., N and use the estimate
1=

N

E f{X(t)}/N.

t=l

For finiteirreducibleMarkov chains we know that is asymptoticallynormallydistributed
and that t->I in mean square as N-+oo (Chung, 1960, p. 99).
In orderto estimatethe variance of I, we observethat the processX(t) is asymptotically
stationaryand hence so is the process Y(t) = f{X(t)}. The asymptoticvariance of the mean
of such a processis independentofthe initial distributionofX(0), whichmay, forexample,
attach probability 1 to a single state, or may be n itself,in which case the process is
stationary.Thus, if N is large enough, we may estimate var (f), using results appropriate
forestimatingthe variance of the mean of a stationaryprocess.
Let pj be the correlationof Y(t) and Y(t +j) and let c2 = var {Y(t)}. It is well known
(Bartlett, 1966, p. 284) that fora stationaryprocess
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var (Y) - 2irg(O)/N,

and that as N -oo

whereg(w)is the spectral densityfunctionat frequencyW.If the pj are negligibleforj > jo,
then we may use Hannan's (1957) modificationof an estimate of var (Y) proposed by
Jowett(1955), namely

(N -jo)(N-jo+
where

1) =_jO+1\

N-j

cj=

, Y(t) Y(t+j)/(N-j)

t=1

)

N)

for j > 0

and

c-, = c>.

A satisfactoryalternativewhichis less expensive to computeis obtained by makinguse
of the pilot estimate, correctedfor the mean, for the spectral density functionat zero
frequencysuggestedby Blackman & Tukey (1958, p. 136) and Blackman (1965). We divide
our observationsinto L groups of K consecutiveobservationseach. Denoting the mean of
_
the ith block by
K

Yi= E Y{(i -1) K +t}1K,
t=1

we use the estimate

L

S2 =E(-Y)2/{L(L

-1)}.

(2)

This estimate has approximately the stability of a chi-squared distributionon (L - 1)
degreesoffreedom.Similarly,the covarianceofthe means oftwo jointlystationaryprocesses
Y(t) and Z(t) may be estimatedby
YrZ -

L

i=1

(Y - Y) (Zi-Z/LL1}

3

matrix
ofthetransition
2-2. Construction
In orderto use thismethodfora givendistributionn, we mustconstructa Markov chain P
with n as its stationarydistribution.We now describe a general procedurefordoing this
whichcontainsas special cases the methodswhichhave been used forproblemsin statistical
mechanics,in those cases wherethe matrixP was made to satisfythe reversibilitycondition
that forall i and j
(4)
The propertyensuresthat lripij = 7Tj, forallj, and hence that s is a stationarydistribution
ofP. The irreducibilityofP mustbe checkedin each specificapplication.It is onlynecessary
to check that thereis a positive probabilityof going fromstate i to state j in some finite
numberof transitions,forall pairs of states i and j.
We assume that pij has the form
with

Pij = qijaij

(i * j))

Piii= 1-

(5)

j,

ji+
where Q = {qij} is the transition matrix of an arbitrary Markov chain on the states
0, 1, ..., S and oxijis given by
s-(
aij =

,z
1Tj qji
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wheresij is a symmetricfunctionofi andj chosenso that 0 < ocij < 1 forall i andj. Withthis
formforpij it is readily verifiedthat 7riP1, = 71Tjpj, as required. In order to simulate this
process we carryout the followingsteps foreach time t:
(i) assume that X(t) = i and select a state j using the distributiongiven by the ith

rowof Q;

(ii) take X(t+ 1) = j with probabilityacj and X(t+ 1) = i with probability 1- cfj.

For the choicesof sij we will consider,onlythe quantity(7Tjqji)/(q7Tiij)

entersinto the

simulationand we will henceforthreferto it as the test ratio.
Two simple choices forsij are given forall i and j by

5+M

=l

(()ml

st)=

7T+ ifij

(

jqji

j qji

k7i qij

7Ti ij

k7i qij

>

1

1.

Withqij = qji and sij = s(_) we have the methoddevisedby Metropolisetal. (1953) and
withqij = qji and sij = ST) we have Barker's(1965)method.
Little is known about the relative meritsof these two choices forsij, but when qij = qji,
we have
hav
I
(rjl'7i >- 1),
we~
~
~ ~ ~~Cj
< 1),
'7rjl/7ri (1rjl/7ri
= 7Tj/(17ri+Trj).
-

Thus we see that if 7Tj= 7ri,we will take X(t + 1) = j with probability 1 with Metropolis's
method and with probability 2 with Barker's mothod. This suggests that Metropolis's
method may be preferablesince it seems to encourage a bettersamplingof the states.
More generally,we may choose
sij

=

g[min {(7riqij)/(7rjqji), (7Tjqji)/(7riqij)}],

wherethe functiong(x) is chosen so that 0 < g(x) < 1 + x for0 < x < 1, and g(x) may itself
be symmetricin i and j. For example, we may choose g(x) = 1 + 2(1x)Ywith the constant
y > 1, obtaining s3iI) with y = 1 and s(8,) with y = oo.
We may definea rejectionrate as the proportionof times t for which X(t + 1) = X(t).
Clearly,in choosingQ, highrejectionrates are to be avoided. For example, if X(t) = i and
i is near the mode of an unimodal distribution,then Q should be chosen so thatj is not too
will be small and it is likelythat X(t + 1) = i. For each simulation
farfromi, otherwise,7rj/7ri
it is usefulto recordthe rejectionrate since a highrejectionrate may be indicativeofa poor
choice of initial state or transitionmatrix,or of a 'bug' in the computerprogram.
We shall apply these methods to distributions t definedmathematicallyon an infinite
sample space although,whenwe actually simulatethe Markov chains on a digitalcomputer,
we will have a large but finitenumber of states. When n is continuous,we will have a
discrete approximationto n. Let ir(x)dlt(x),p(x, x') dlu(x') and q(x,x') d,u(x')be the probability elementsforthe distributionn and the Markov processes analogous to P and Q,
respectively.Let the possible values forx and x' on the computerbe xo,..., x8.These values
depend on the word length and on the representationin the computer,float-point,fixed-
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point, etc. The probabilityelements may be approximated by ir(xi) 81g(xi),p(xi, xj) 81t(xj)
and q(xi,xj) 81t(xj),respectively.Substituting7r(xi)86t(xi)for7rietc., we have

p(xi,xj) = q(xi,xj)ij
and (7rjqjj)1(7rjqj) is replaced by {7r(xj)q(xj,xj)}/{7r(xj)q(xj,
xi)}. Therefore,so long as acj is
chosen so that it depends on n and Q only throughthe quantity (,7riqj)1(,7jqjj), we may use
the densitiesin place of the correspondingprobabilitymass functions,and we may think
in termsof continuousdistributionsignoringthe underlyingapproximationwhich will be
morethan adequate in most applications.
For simplicitywe have consideredreversibleMarkov chains only. An example of an
irreversibleP is given in Handscomb (1962), where the states may be subdivided into
finitesubsets of states,wherethe states withina given subset are equally probable. Transitions amongststates withinsuch a subset are made in a cyclicfashion;all othertransitions
are reversible.
examples
2*3. Elementary
Example 1. Let n be the Poisson distributionwith7Ti= Aie-A/! (i = O, 1, ...). For A small
we may use the followingchoice of Q to generate samples from7:
qij =

21

(j =

i -1,

i+

1; i *

?),

qoo = qol =

2

= i/Aso that the computationsmay be performed
= A/(i+ 1) and 7i-r/7ri
Note that 7ri+r/7ri
so
that step sizes greaterthan unity are permitted
be
chosen
must
For
A
large Q
rapidly.
or else very long realizations will be required in orderto ensure adequate coverage of the
sample space.
Example 2. To sample fromthe standard normal distributionwe defineQk (k = 1, 2) in
the followingways. Let X(t) be the state at time t and choose X'(t) to be uniformlydistributed on the interval [ekX(t)- A, ekX(t)+ A], where A > 0 is a constant, el = + 1 and
1. To use Metropolis's method with eitherof these choices of Q, both of which are
62 =symmetric,at each time t compute the test ratio /3(t)= exp ( [X2(t)- {X'(t)}2]). If /3(t)> 1,
set X(t+ 1) = X'(t); if /3(t)< 1, X(t+ 1) = X'(t) with probability/3(t)and X(t+ 1) = X(t)
with probability 1 -,/(t). Computingtime can-be saved if we compare X2(t) with {X'(t)}2
instead of /3(t)with 1 and compute the exponential only when {X'(t)}2 > X2(t).
Simulations carried out on an IBM 709411 using the above transitionmatricesyielded
the followingestimates X of the mean of the distributionwhere, in all cases, we chose
N = 1000 and L = 25: with X(0) = 0 and A = 1, we obtained X = -012 and sy = 041I
with ek =+ 1, and X = - 0013 and sg = 0-02with ek = -1. The estimatedstandard deviation of the estimateis smallerwith ek =- 1, and is comparable to the theoreticalstandard
deviation of the mean with 1000 independentobservations,0-031. Here we have an ideal
situationwith a symmetricdistributionand knownmean, but a similardevice forvariance
reductionmay sometimesbe applicable in otherproblemsof morepractical interest.Other
results indicated that there is little to choose between moderate values of A in the range
0-2-1-8,but extremevalues of A led to poor estimates.For example, with X(0) = 1*0and
A = 0-001 we obtained X = 1.001 and s: = 0-002.

distributions
2*4. Multidimensional
If the distributionn is d-dimensionaland the simulatedprocessis X(t) = {Xl(t), ..., Xd(t)},
there are many additional techniques which may be used to constructP:
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(1) In the transitionfromtime t to (t+ 1) all co-ordinatesof X(t) may be changed.
(2) In the transitionfromtime t to t+ 1 only one co-ordinateof X(t) may be changed,
that selectionbeing made at random fromamongst the d co-ordinates.
(3) Only one co-ordinatemay change in each transition,the co-ordinatesbeing selected
in a fixedratherthan a random sequence.
Method (3) was used by Ehrman,Fosdick & Handscomb (1960), who justifiedthe method
fortheirparticularapplication. A general justificationforthe method may be obtained in
the followingway. Let the transitionmatrix when co-ordinate k is to be moved by Pk
(k = 1,..., d). Assume that the co-ordinatesare moved in the order 1,2, ... and that the
process is observed only at times 0, d, .... The resultingprocess is a Markov process with
transitionmatrix P = P1 ... Pd. If, for each k, Pk is constructedso that nPk = t, then n
will be a stationary distribution of P since sP = 7P1...
t. In
=
Pd = 7P2 ... Pd=...
practice, we must check the irreducibilityof P to ensure uniqueness of the stationary
distribution.Note that forthe validity of this proofit is not necessarythat each pk satisfy
the reversibilityconditions (4). Also, in our estimates we may average observed values of
the functionf(t.)at all times t of the originalprocess althoughit would not be desirable to
do so if the functionvalues only change every d steps.
Example 3. To illustrate method (3) we consider sampling from a distributionwith
probabilitydensityfunctionp(x) = p(x1, ..., Xd) definedover the domain
0

< x1

<

*

?<

.

Xd <

Let the co-ordinatesat time t be x(t) = {x1(t), ..., xd(t)} and assume co-ordinatek (k + d) is
to be changed. Let x4(t) be chosen from the uniform distribution on the interval
xk?(t)}, where we assume that xo(t) _ 0, and define x*(t) = x*(t) (i * k). Using
{xk_1(t),
Metropolis's method, we findthat the test ratio is p{x'(t)}/p{x(t)}. When k = d, we may
choose xd(t)fromthe uniformdistributionon the interval
[2{xd-l(t) + Xd(t)}, 2Xd(t) - Xd-4(t)]

and use the test ratio
[p{X'(t)}

{xd(t)-Xd4l(t)}1I[P{X(t)}

{Xd(t)

-Xdl(t)}].

A few computerruns using this formof transitionmatrixhave yielded satisfactoryresults
for(i) samplingfromthe distributionofeigenvaluesofa Wishartmatrix,and (ii) estimating
the conditional expected values of order statistics needed for the probability plotting
method proposed by Wilk & Gnanadesikan (1968). The latter problemrequiresestimation
of Ep(xk) (k = 1, ...,d), where
d

p(x) = c II (,)flxi-1 exp(-,x*)/r(
i=1

)

(o < xi <.

<, Xd),

the ,l's are constantsand c is a normalizingconstant.
Generalizationsof these methods are readily obtained by notingthat, forexample, the
co-ordinatesneed not be moved equally oftenand that the co-ordinatesmay be moved in
groups instead of one at a time. For example, in statistical mechanics applications, one
particle and hence three co-ordinatesare moved at a time.
When only a fewofthe co-ordinatesare moved at one time,computingeffortcan usually
be saved by employinga recurrenceformulaforobtainingf{X(t+ 1)} fromf{X(t)}.However
it is then necessary to guard against excessive build-up of error.One way to accomplish
this is periodicallyto calculate f{X(t)} withoutthe aid of the recursion,although an error
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analysis in some cases may indicate that this is unnecssary.If, however,it is expensive to
compute eitherof 7Tj orf(i), it may be preferableto attemptto move all ofthe co-ordinates
a small distance each at time t.
2*5. Importancesampling
Usually, P is constructedso that it depends only on the ratios 7rj/7Tas in the methodsof
Metropolisand Barker. In this case we need only know the 7rT'sup to a constantof proportionality,and if 7To+ ... + 7Tg * 1, we are estimating
1S

s

E

E(f)=

f(i)7Tj/7T.

This expressionmay be rewrittenin the form

i=oI

{f(i)7rJi4}N
S(

i=o

whichwe recognizeas Er,{ff(i)j1gi/1E,},(7T/7Ti). Hence, if we set up the Markov chain using
the distribution t' instead of t we can estimateI = E (f) by the ratio
N

X [f{X(t)}7Tx(t)14X(t)]IN
N

*

(7)

E{-7x(t)17T'(t)}IN
t=1

This device permits us to use importance sampling with the Markov chain methods as
suggestedby Fosdick (1963).
1 and 7T + ...+ 7TS= 1, then we may replace the denominator in f
If 7TO+ ... +7T=
the estimate. Otherwisewe have a ratio estimate and we can estimateits
by 1, simplifying
variance using the usual approximation. Thus, if we denote I by Y/Z, the variance is
given approximatelyby

var(Y/Z)

{var(Y) -2I cov(IY,Z) + I2 var(Z)}/{E(Z)}2.

This may be estimatedby
(S2- 2f5yZ + Isz/-

where ,S,
sy and s2 are obtained as in (2) and (3). For a discussionof the validity of this
approximation,see Hansen, Hurwitz & Madow (1953, p. 164).
Importancesamplingforvariance reductionis moreeasily implementedwiththe Markov
chain methodsthan withmethodsusingindependentsamples, since withthe Markov chain
methods it is not necessaryto constructthe distributionm:'so that independentsamples
can be obtained fromit. If, however,we can obtain independentsamples fromthe distribution m:',we may obtain estimatesofE,,(f) usingthe Markov chain methods,whichhave the
advantagethattheydo notinvolvetheweights7TX(t)I7ri
(t); seethediscussionofimportance
samplingin ? 1. To accomplish this we set up the Markov chain P so that it has i, not 7',
as its stationarydistributionand choose qij = 7Tjfor all i and j.
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2*6. Assessmentof theerror
In using Monte Carlo methods to estimate some quantity we usually use the standard
deviation of the estimate to obtain some indication of the magnitude of the errorof the
estimate. There are, of course,many sources of errorcommonto all Monte Carlo methods
whose magnitude cannot be assessed using the standard deviation alone. These include:
(i) the source of uniformrandom numbers used to generate the sample, which should be
of as high a quality as possible; (ii) the nonnormalityof the distributionof the estimate;
(iii) computational errorswhich arise in computingthe estimate; (iv) computation errors
which arise in generatingthe samples (includingdiscretizationand truncationofthe distribution); and (v) errorsinduced because the sample size is too small, which are oftenbest
overcome by methods other than increasingthe sample size; for example, by the use of
importance sampling. In what followswe shall concentrateupon categories (iv) and (v)

above.

In generatingsuccessive samples using the Markov chain methods, errorswill arise in
computingthe new state X(t + 1) and in computingthe test ratio. An erroranalysis may
sometimesbe usefulforthe computationofX(t + 1) (see, forexample, ? 3), but it is difficult
to analyze,
to assess the effectsof using inaccuratetest ratios. The situationis also difficult
in general,whensuccessivesamples are independentand are generatedusinga factorization
of the probabilitydensityfunction.To see this,let
d

p(X)

=

p(X1,

X2,

...,

Xd)

=

i=1

pi
r(xi)

be the joint densityfunction,wherepi(xi) is the conditional densityfunctionforxi given
xi1. When we attempt to sample fromeach of the one-dimensionaldistributions
p1(x1)in turn,errorswill be introducedand we will instead be samplingfromsome distribution Pi(xi) = pi(xi) (1+ yi), where yi is a functionof x1, xi and will not, in general, be
small forall sample points. Consequently,we will be generatingsamples froma distribution
...,

d

p(x) = p(X) H (I+ yi)
i=1

to assess the errorin our estimateinduced
and, especiallywhen d is large,it will be difficult
by the yi's. A similar,but more involved, analysis might also be applied to the Markov
chain methods if we consider a single realization of length N as a single sample froma
distributionof dimensionNd; samplingat each step ofthe Markov chain would correspond
to samplingfroma singlefactorabove.
If the sample size is not large enough, importantregions of the sample space may be
inadequately represented.For example, if we are estimatingthe integral ff(x)p(x)dx by
sampling fromp(x) and if the major contributionto the value of the integralcomes from
a small regionof low probabilityin whichf(x) has very large values, then we may obtain
a verypoor estimateand a deceptivelysmall standard deviation even withseeminglylarge
may be encounteredwith any methodofnumericalquadrature
sample sizes. This difficulty
and thereis no substitutefora thoroughstudyoftheintegrandand a consequentadjustment
ofthe methodifgrosserrorsare to be avoided. With the Markov chain methodsthe influence
on the resultof the choice of initial state and the correlationof the samples, which may be
considerable if the sample size is small, may be minimized by adopting the following
procedures:
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(i) Choose a transitionmatrixQ so that the sample point in one step may move as large
a distance as possible in the sample space, consistentwith a low rejectionrate. This offers
some protectionagainst the possibilitythat the sample points for the whole realization
remain near one mode of the distributionwhich is separated fromother modes by a deep
trough,or that the initial state is in a regionoflow probability.
(ii) If possible, choose the initial state so that it is in a region of high probability,by
samplingfrom t if this is possible, or set the co-ordinatesof the initial state equal to their
expected values, or asymptoticapproximationsof these.
In view of the many sources of errorone or more of the followingtechniques,depending
upon the application, should be used in practice to aid in assessing the suitabilityof the
Markov chain methods,the magnitude of the errorand the adequacy of the lengthof the
realization and of the standard deviation as a measure of error:
(a) Test the method on problemswhich bear a close resemblanceto the problemunder
study and forwhich the results are known analytically.
(b) If the expected value of some functionwith respectto 7 is known,this may be estimated forcheckingpurposes,and possiblyforvariance reduction,while otheraspects of t
are under study.
segmentsof the same realizationto see if
(c) Compare estimatesobtained fromdifferent
there is evidence of nonconvergence.
(d) Compareresultsobtained with and withoutthe use ofimportancesampling,or using
randomnumbers,or usingthe Markov chain method
choicesofP, or usingdifferent
different
adequate assessmentof the errormay also be
for
which
method,
and some othernumerical
difficultas is oftenthe case with asymptoticresults,forexample.
The illustrationsgivenby Fox & Mayers (1968), forexample, show how even the simplest
care is taken in theiruse, and
ofnumericalmethodsmay yield spuriousresultsifinsufficient
The
discussionabove indicates
errors.
the
of
the
to
magnitude
is
assess
it
often
how difficult
that the situationis certainlyno betterforthe Markov chain methodsand that theyshould
be used with appropriate caution.
MATRICES
3. RANDOMORTHOGONAL
We now considermethods forgeneratingrandom orthogonaland unitarymatricesand
their application to the evaluation of averages over the orthogonalgroup with respect to
invariantmeasure,a problemconsideredanalyticallyby James (1955), and to otherrelated
problems.
Let H be an orthogonalmx m matrixwith I11 = 1 and let Eqj(0) be an elementaryorthogonal matrixwith elementsgiven by
e1 =cosO,
eeij= sinO, ej =-sin0,
= 1 (a tij),
ea= 0 otherwise,

e? = cosO,
eaa

for some angle 0. We may generate a sequence of orthogonalmatrices H(t) (t = 1, 2, ...)
using Metropolis'smethod,which is suitable forestimatingaverages over the orthogonal
group with respectto invariant measure {dH}, in the followingway:
(i) Let H(0) = Ho, where Ho is an orthogonalmatrix.
(ii) For each t,select i andj at randomfromthe set {1, . .., m} withi * j. Select 0 fromthe
uniformdistributionon [0, 2n].
(iii) Let H'(t) = Eij(0) H(t).
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Since the measure {dH} is left invariant, {dH'(t)} and {dH(t)} are equal and hence, in
Metropolis'smethod,the new state is always thenewlycomputedvalue, i.e. H(t + 1) = H'(t).
To estimate the integral

J

0(m)

f(H){dH},

where O(m) denotes the group of orthogonalmatrices,we use the estimate
J

=

N

E f{H(t)}/N.

t=1

To remcve the restrictionthat IHI = 1 we may use the followingprocedure.Afteri andj
are selected as above, select one of i and j at random,each with probability2, and call the
result i'. Multiplythe i'th row of E11(O)by ? 1, the sign being selected at random,to form
a new matrixwhich we denote by Eq1(0); E1j(O) is then used in step (iii) above, in place of
Ei3(O).
To show that the Markov chain is irreduciblewe need only show that every orthogonal
matrix H may be representedas the product of matricesof the formEq,(O). This, in turn,
may be done by a simple annihilationargument.Choose 0 so that E12(0)H = H(1)has the
= 0. Continuein
= h222
elementhll) = 0. Choose 0 so that E13(0)H(1) = H(2)has elementsh(21)
annihilated.
matrix
with
the
first
column
have
the
Since H(m-l)is
H(m-l)
this way until we
- = 0 and hlm-1)= + 1. Continuingthis pro...
orthogonal,we must have h(m-1
cedure we may annihilate the remaining offdiagonal elements and obtain a diagonal
matrix with elements + 1 on the diagonal. The desired factorizationis easily deduced
fromthis.
We now showthat the process,by whichthe sequence oforthogonalmatricesis generated,
is numericallystable. Denote the computedvalues of H(t) and E*1(0)by H,(t) and EC(t).Let
Hc(t) = H(t) + He(t),EC(t) = E*1(0)+Ee(t) and Hc(t+ 1) = EC(t)Hc(t) + F(t). We are interested
in how far He(t) is fromzero, whichwe measure by IjHe(t)jj,wherethe Euclidean norm IjAll
of a matrixA is definedby
= iE ,Za*
h}Ail
Using the factthat jjAllis preservedunderorthogonaltransformationsand the inequalities
+ IIB1,wecaneasilyshowthat
IABIt< IIAllIIBIIandIIA+ BII < IIAll

+k,
< (I +k) IIHe(t)II
IIHe(t+1)11

thatIIH,(t)II
wherekis chosensuchthatIIEc(t)II
+ IIF(t)
< Ut,
II < kforall t,andbyinduction

where Utis the solution of the differenceequation Ut+l= (1+ k) Ut+ k with U0= ttHe(O)tt.
equation, we arriveat the bound
Solving the difference
IIHe(tl < (I + k)t- I + IIHe,(0)ll

Therefore,unless the word lengthof the computeris shortor t is verylarge, the accumulawillbe smallin view ofthe fewarithmetic
tion oferrormay be neglectedsince,forall t, IIF(t)tt
will also
operationsinvolved in formingthe elementsof the productEC(t)H,(t), and tIEe(t)tt
be small if the methodbelow is used forthe generationof the fournontrivialelementsof
EC(t). For short computerword length or very large t, orthonormalizationof the columns
of H,(t) at regularintervalswill preventexcessive accumulation of error.
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One method for computingcos 0 and sin 0 required in Ei1(O) is that of von Neumann.
Let U1and U2be independentand uniformlydistributedon [0,1]. If U 2+ U , 1, compute
sin 0 = + 2U1U2/(U + U2),

cos 0 = (U2 -U2)/(U2 + U2),

wherethe sign of sin 0 is chosen at random. If U2 + U2 > 1, obtain new values of U1and U2
until U2+ U2 < 1.

Example
4. Whenf(H)

= h2 + ... + hmm,then J = 1. Using N = 1000, L = 25, m = 50 and
=
H(0)
I, we obtained the estimate J = 3-5 with standard deviation 1-5. This estimate is
poor because of the very poor choice for H(0) but the estimated standard deviation gives us
adequate warning. It would be natural to increase the sample size N in order to obtain
greater precision but this may also be achieved by a better choice of H(0) with a saving in
computer time. For problems of the kind being considered here the following choice of H(0)
is generally useful and better than that considered above. Forj = 1,..., m and form even, set
hlj=

1/m,

h21= (11/m)cos{(j-1)7T},

hri = V(21m) cos{(j-1)

(r-2)

+ 1),

27TIm} (r = 3, 4, ...,

h.,j= V(217T)sin{(j- 1) (-s-lm- 1)

27T/fIm

(s = '2 +

2, ... ) M).

For m odd a similar choice for H(0) may be made. Using this matrix for H(0), we obtained
the estimate J = 0-96 with standard deviation 0 03; the computer time required was
0O08 minutes.
The techniques discussed above may be applied to the following problems:
(i) To generate random permutation matrices we set 0 = 17T. To generate random
permutations, of m elements, at each time t, we interchange a randomly selected pair of
elements in the latest permutation in order to generate a new permutation.
(ii) To generate k orthogonal vectors in m dimensions we replace H(t) by an m x k matrix
where columns will be the desired vectors.
(iii) To generate random unitary matrices the above procedure for orthogonal matrices
is modified as follows:

In place of Eij(O) we use an elementaryunitarymatrix Uij(O, 0) with elementsgiven by

Uii =cos 0, Uij= e-i sin0, Ui =-ei
aa

= 1

(ac 4 i,j),

sin0,

U1j = cos 0,

0 otherwise.
UM,@=

The matrix Ui (0,q) is obtained by multiplying the ith row of Ui1(O, 0) by eiy. Here, 0, 0
and y are chosen to be independent and uniformly distributed on [0,2nr].Irreducibility may
again be established by an annihilation argument and the proof of numerical stability given
above requires only minor modifications.
(iv) To sample from a distribution defined on a group G = {g}, the transition matrix Q
must generate g'(t) from g(t), and this may be done by arranging that g'(t) = hg(t),where
he G and h is chosen from some distribution on G. If the probability element for g is

p(g) {djt(g)}, where ,Ais the leftinvariant measure on G, then the ratio correspondingto
is p{g'(t)}/p{g(t)}.As above we must ensurethat g(t) is close to being a group element.
/Triiri
(v) To generate samples from a distribution with probability element

p(x) dx

=

(

q(x, H) {dH} dx
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we may remove the integral and sample from q(x, H) {dH} dx with, unfortunately,a
consequent increase in the dimensionof the space being sampled. The sampling may be
carriedout by combiningthe methodsof ? 2-4,alternatingthe changesofx and H, withthe
techniques given above fororthogonalmatrices. Note that the value of the test ratio for
changingH will no longerbe unity.More generally,samplingfromany distributionwhose
densitymay be expressedas an average may be accomplishedin a similarway. Many ofthe
normaltheorydistributionsof multivariateanalysis givenby James (1964) have this form.
In the method described above for orthogonal matrices the successive matrices are
statisticallydependent and we now consider a method in which successive matrices are
independent. Let xii (i = 1,..., k; j = 1,..., m) be independent standard normal variates
and formthe k vectors
Xi = (Xi,)..

)xim)

(i = 1) 2, .. ,k).

If we now apply a Gram-Schmidt orthonormalizationto these vectors, we will obtain
k vectorsyi with the desiredproperties,since it is easy to see that the joint distributionof
the yi's will be unchangedifthey are subjected to an arbitraryorthogonaltransformation.
For the case k = 1, see Tocher (1963). For each set of k orthogonalvectorsgeneratedby this
procedure we require mk standard normal deviates, k square roots and, approximately,
arithmeticoperations. The Markov chain method,on the other hand, requires only
2m1k2
6k arithmeticoperations and the cosine and sine of a uniformlydistributedangle and, if
the functionf(*) being averaged is evaluated only at times T, 2T, ..., we must have T as
large as Imk before the computing times of the two procedures are comparable. The
degreeof correlationamongstthe sample values forthe Markov chain methodwill depend
upon the particularfunctionf(.) and will determine,ignoringerroranalysis considerations,
which of the two methodsis better.
It is a pleasure to thank MessrsDamon Card, Stuart Whittingtonand ProfessorJohnP.
Valleau, who generouslyshared their considerableknowledgeof and experiencewith the
Markov chain methodsin statisticalmechanicsapplications,ProfessorJohnC. Ogilvie,who
made several helpful suggestionsand Mr Ross D. MacBride, who capably prepared the
computerprograms.I am gratefulto the refereeswhose commentswere veryhelpfulin the
revisionofthispaper. The workwas supportedby the National Research CouncilofCanada.
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